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1. Introduction

A wide composition range of amorphous-forming ability has been reported in the ternary Ni-Nb-Zr alloy system by Kimura et al. [1]. Because Zr and Nb have high hydrogen permeability, amorphous Ni-Nb-Zr alloys have been studied to develop superior hydrogen permeation materials. Atomic structure of the amorphous Ni-Nb-Zr(-H) alloys has been studied Yamaura et al. [2] and Sakurai et al. [3] by XRD and XAFS, respectively, in which the local structural change by hydrogen absorption was the main issue. Recently amorphous \((\text{Ni}_{0.6}\text{Nb}_{0.4})_{100-x}\text{Zr}_x(x=30\text{ and } 40)\) alloys attracted much attention from a quiet different viewpoint. Fukuhara et al. found strange behavior of the electrical conductivity for the amorphous \((\text{Ni}_{0.6}\text{Nb}_{0.4})_{100-x}\text{Zr}_x\text{Hy}(x=30\text{, } 40\text{ and } y=9 - 11)\) alloys such as the Coulomb oscillation [4]. Oji et al. measured XAFS spectra for the amorphous \((\text{Ni}_{0.6}\text{Nb}_{0.4})_{100-x}\text{Zr}_x(x=30, 40)\) alloys and their hydrogenated \((\text{Ni}_{0.6}\text{Nb}_{0.4})_{100-x}\text{Zr}_x\text{Hy}(x=30, 40\text{ and } y=9\text{ and } 11)\) ones [5]. They achieved curve fitting analysis for the XAFS results of the Nb and Zr K-edges, (not for the Ni K-edge) and estimated lattice parameters for these amorphous alloys and their hydrogenated one.

In order to elucidate the structural origin of the strange electrical behaviors for these hydrogenated amorphous alloys, it is necessary to obtain more detail structure information; concentration dependence of the local structures of the \(x<35\) for \((\text{Ni}_{0.6}\text{Nb}_{0.4})_{100-x}\text{Zr}_x(x=30, 35\text{ and } 40)\) alloys and fitting analysis for the Ni K-edge XAFS data as well as the Nb and Zr K-edges. In the present work XAFS measurements for the \((\text{Ni}_{0.6}\text{Nb}_{0.4})_{100-x}\text{Zr}_x(x=30, 35\text{ and } 40)\) alloys were carried out and the results were compared with the first principle calculation based on the icosahedral cluster model.

2. Experiments

Ribbon samples were prepared by a melt-quenching technique using a single-roller apparatus. XAFS measurements of the Ni, Nb and Zr K-edges were made at 20K in a transmission mode at beam line BL14B2 of the large scale synchrotron radiation facility, SPring-8, in Hyogo, Japan. The incident X-ray was monochromatized by a Si double crystal monochromator; Si(311) plane for the Zr and Nb K-edges and Si(111) for the Ni K-edge. The higher harmonics of the incident X-ray were reduced by two Rh-coated mirrors. The XAFS data were analyzed using coded program Athena.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the results of the XAFS oscillations \(\chi(k)\) weighted by \(k^3\) of the Ni-Kedges for the amorphous \((\text{Ni}_{0.6}\text{Nb}_{0.4})_{100-x}\text{Zr}_x(x=30, 35\text{ and } 40)\) alloys. Figure 2 shows the results of the Fourier transform \(|F(r)|\) of \(k^3\cdot\chi(k)\) of the Ni K-edge for amorphous \((\text{Ni}_{0.6}\text{Nb}_{0.4})_{100-x}\text{Zr}_x(x=30, 35\text{ and } 40)\) alloys. The k-range in the Fourier transform is \(2<k<12(\text{Å}^{-1})\). The Fourier transforms of the Nb and Zr K-edges are shown in Fig. 3 and 4, respectively with the same k-range as for the Ni K-edge.

The characteristic features of the XAFS results are that the \(|F(r)|\) curves of the three elements do not change continuously with Zr concentration but change sharply from \(x=30\) to 35. This indicates that the local structures of the amorphous \((\text{Ni}_{0.6}\text{Nb}_{0.4})_{100-x}\text{Zr}_x\) alloys \(x<35\) are different from those of \(x>35\). The second feature of the XAFS results is that the first peak of the \(|F(r)|\) for the Ni K-edge clearly splits into two while those for the Nb and Zr ones show a single peak.

Considering atomic radii of the constituent elements, i. e. \(r_{\text{Ni}}=1.24\), \(r_{\text{Nb}}=1.47\) and \(r_{\text{Zr}}=1.60\) ( in Å ), the nearest neighbor peak of the \(|F(r)|\) for the Ni K-edge consists of Ni-
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Ni correlations and the second one Ni-Nb and Ni-Zr ones. This can be proved by the fact that the intensity of the first shoulder in the $|F(r)|$ decreases with increase in Zr concentration. On the contrary, the intensity of the second one increases with Zr as shown in Fig. 1. A broad single peak of $|F(r)|$ for the Nb and Zr K-edges may consist of mainly Nb-Ni and Zr-Ni correlations and a small number of Nb-Nb(Zr) and Zr-Zr(Nb) ones. One of the authors, N. Fujima, calculated electronic states of the icosahedral Ni_{5}Nb_{3}Zr_{5} clusters and optimized structures by using the first principles calculation. The results of the calculation suggest that Ni-centered icosahedral clusters are most stable among three types of a centered atom (Ni, Nb and Zr). There are two types of energetically stable icosahedrons, i.e. distorted one ($d$-icos), and isotropic one ($i$-icos). The $d$-icos exhibits similar atomic configuration as the NiZr(C33) and NiZr_{2}(C16) crystalline compounds. Fourier transforms $|F(r)|$’s are calculated for the two Ni-centered icosahedral clusters, $d$-icos and $i$-icos, using the coded program Artemis. $|F(r)|$ result of the Ni K-edge for $i$-icos shows a single broad peak while $d$-icos shows a tendency of splitting. Though further elaborated works are necessary, a distorted icosahedron with a similar local structure as Ni-Zr compounds is a favorable structural model for the (Ni_{0.6}Nb_{0.4})_{65}Zr_{35} amorphous alloy.
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Fig. 2 Fourier transform of the Ni K-edge of $k^{3}$-$\chi(k)$ for the amorphous (Ni_{0.6}Nb_{0.4})_{100-x}Zr_{x} (x=30, 35 and 40) alloys at 20K.
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Fig. 3 Fourier transform of the Nb K-edge of $k^{3}$-$\chi(k)$ for the amorphous (Ni_{0.6}Nb_{0.4})_{100-x}Zr_{x} (x=30, 35 and 40) alloys at 20K.
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Fig. 4 Fourier transform of the Zr K-edge of $k^{3}$-$\chi(k)$ for the amorphous (Ni_{0.6}Nb_{0.4})_{100-x}Zr_{x} (x=30, 35 and 40) alloys at 20K.
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